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From the late 1970s, more and more linguists and Germanists in the German-speaking area started 
systema(cally studying the wriFen modality of language. Historiographically, this development can be 
regarded as the beginning of a structuralist Schri&linguis,k (‘grapholinguis(cs’) (cf. Dürscheid 2016). 
The first core ques(on aFended to by this new field concerned the very conceptualiza(on of wri(ng, 
and whether it should be seen as dependent on or (rela(vely) independent of speech. This ques(on 
has direct consequences for the defini(on of structuralist concepts used to analyze wri(ng – including 
the grapheme or related concepts such as allography and graphotac,cs. Crucially, what was oTen 
treated as irreconcilable in this heated discussion was the secondary phylogene(c and ontogene(c 
status of wri(ng when compared with speech (and sign language) and the possibility of studying wri(ng 
and wriFen language as phenomena in and of themselves (cf. Eisenberg 1985), a view that unproduc-
(vely conflated developmental with epistemological (and mainly methodological) perspec(ves. This 
led to the emergence of two opposed camps: the dependen,alists, who propagated a methodological 
dependence of wri(ng on speech, and the autonomists, who argued that wri(ng warrants its own 
study. Incidentally, this schism coincided with the establishment of two research groups that were sep-
arated also by a poli(cal border: the Forschungsgruppe Orthographie in the GDR (Nerius 2012), and 
the Studiengruppe Geschriebene Sprache in the FRG (Günther 1993).     

This talk aims to trace and contextualize the arguments of this riT, which touches on the very 
core of the ques(on of how wri(ng can or should feasibly be studied (cf. also Daniels 1991 in an Anglo-
American context). It discusses the core points made by the two groups (highlighted by their treatment 
of the core concept of grapheme) as well as the implica(ons they have on a study of wri(ng including 
its core theore(cal tenets, its methodological tools, and its descrip(ve concepts. Finally, the talk ex-
plores the consequences of this Germanist, i.e., local controversy for a present-day and interna(onally 
prac(ced grapholinguis(cs and invites a discussion and comparison with similar historical develop-
ments in other paradigms or (linguis(c, cultural, disciplinary) contexts.  
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